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RECOMMENDATION
That the TransHelp Advisory Committee 2008 Annual Report attached as Appendix I t o
the report of the Commissioner of Environment, Transportation and Planning Services,
dated May 15, 2009, titled "TransHelp Advisory Committee 2008 Annual Report", be
received.

The TransHelp Advisory Committee (TAC) prepares an annual report on the TransHelp
service. It also identifies potential enhancements, observations, recommendations and
TAC related outcomes to be reviewed for the following year.
The mission of TAC is to provide TransHelp staff and the Region of Peel with a consumer
point of view and a valuable source of input regarding the TransHelp services.
The annual report highlights TAC 2008 activities and changes resulting from TAC input. It
also identifies concerns and issues to be addressed in 2009.
TAC and TransHelp staff had a number of successful accomplishments during the las

DISCUSSION
1. Background
The TransHelp Advisory Committee (TAC) was established by Regional Council in 1989.
This year marks the nineteenth year of this voluntary committee.
The members of TAC for 2008 were:

- Glenn Barnes, Coalition for Persons with Disabilities (Chair)
- Danielle Svec, Brampton Passenger Representative (Co-Chair)
- Jason Gauld, Peel Association for HandicappedAdults
- Dulcinea Gauld, Ontario March of Dimes
- Clement Lowe, Seniors Representative

- Suzanne Hernandez, Caledon Passenger Representative
- Jon Greenaway, ErinoakKids
- John Mandrow, Mississauga Passenger Representative

The chair of the TransHelp Advisory Committee prepares an annual report on behalf of the
Committee that is submitted to Council for their information. This report recognizes some of
the service improvements achieved in 2008. It also identifies areas of interest to the
committee that should be reviewed for the following year. The 2008 report and the 2009
agenda are attached as Appendix 1.
The Chair of TAC is scheduled to make a brief presentation to the General Committee on
May 28, 2009 and will introduce those members of the Committee who are able to be
present.
Based on the 2007 TAC Report, the following items were 2008 agenda items that were to be
reviewed during the agenda year.
Extend service hours from 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. seven days a week.
Conduct the 2008 Passenger Survey and take part in focus groups.
Continue with Community involvement throughout the Region of Peel.
Expand Sunday bus service hours to match Saturday bus service hours.
Investigate a fare sharing partnership with Brampton and Mississauga Transit
Review passport policy.
Review and evaluate new bus designs.
2. 2008 Accomplishments

TAC and TransHelp staff has had a number of successful accomplishments during 2008
and the beginning of 2009 as indicated below:
Piloted on-demand same day service.
Provided stand-by bus service on Election day to allow clients to vote without waiting
for transportation.
Participated in many community events such as Children's Water Festival, Flower
Day Parade, and Rick Hansen's "Wheels in Motion".
Executed the 2008 Passenger Survey and achieved excellent results with
improvements in all areas.
Eliminated boundary issues with our existing taxi vendors.
Provided seamless transportation by providing pick-up and drop-off services outside
of Peel boundaries.
Continued with bus service on Christmas Day.
Continued with free New Year's Eve bus and taxi service until 2:00 a.m.
Continued to monitor and report to the TAC members consumer trips in 2008 which
indicates continual growth in service.
Continued to strengthen relationship with area Municipal transit authorities to
develop a sensitivity training package for clients and operators and review fare
transfers.
Extended hours of service from 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. seven days a week.
The above noted accomplishments demonstrate the dedication and commitment to our
TransHelp clients and residents within the Region of Peel.
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CONCLUSION
The 2008 Annual Report from TransHelp Advisory Committee celebrates the accomplishments
made this past year and focuses on areas to review for the upcoming year. It demonstrates the
results of continually engaging our clients to improve the TransHelp service. Staff will continue
to focus on strengthening our relationship with clients and providing excellent customer service.
TransHelp staff and the TransHelp Advisory Committee have demonstrated dedication and
commitment to our TransHelp clients and are to be congratulated for their tremendous
accomplishments over the,last year.

u

Dan Labrecque
Commissioner of Environment, Transportation
and Planning Services

Approved for Submission:

h2b.J

L-

D. Szwarc, Chief Administrative Officer

p F o r further information regarding this report, please contact
Maureen VanRavens, at extension 6850 or via email at maureen.vanravens@peelregion.ca

c.

Legislative Services
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Executive Summary

The TransHelp Advisory Committee (TAC) had a very rewarding and successful 2008 and the
Annual Report will highlight a number of successful accomplishments. As you may recall from
past reports, the Executive Summary usually begins by framing some major events that may
perhaps have shaped the contents of the TAC agenda and or this report.
When reflecting the year of 2008, mention of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities
Act (AODA) legislation must be made. In particular, the AODA has begun to role out its
mandate to make Ontario more accessible for people with disabilities, which involved the
formation of a Transportation Standards Development Committee (T-SDC). Of significance,
the T-SDC membership included 2 members of TAC, which turned out to be very insightful to
TransHelp and TAC because the standards, expected to be made law before the end of 2009,
played a distinct role on any and all transportation related business in Ontario. The influence
on TransHelp and TAC related business meant major additions to the delivery of service.
Direct insight from having to T-SDC members on TAC, allowed it to have a very progressive
mandate for 2008. The majority of the changes being proposed by TAC, supported through TSDC Standards, continued to follow the philosophy that further integration of specialized and
conventional transit is the way to achieve a higher standard of service. Guiding Municipalities
to adopt a strategy for the integration of services, must however be a two-way street. As such
TAC suggested TransHelp encourage all transportation properties to meet regularly to ensure
the integration of services be focus on equivalent outcomes for each resident in Peel Region,
regardless of ability.
There is no doubt conventional services can achieve this "equivalency" goal by incorporating
accessibility into its daily everyday operations and not segregating them as "specialized"
services of a department or division. However, the challenge is in the implantation of the
"equivalency" metric across systems like TransHelp, which were previously referred to as
"specialized or parallel" services. TAC tries to incorporate this forward thinking philosophy
when offering suggestions or feedback to TransHelp management with a goal of improving
business. For example, TAC reports have proposed extended hours of operations and thanks
to a commitment from TransHelp management and Regional Councils approval, extended
hours were implemented January 1, 2009 that will see service available until l p m seven days
per week.
Other accomplishments noteworthy of mention as changes to be regarded as positive, yet
progressive to aligning services for people with disabilities into the daily routines of business at
the Region include:
e

0

offering a multitude of optional extra community services the like Christmas Day
service, offering ErinoakKids program trips, attending a community resource fair,
participating in Rick Hansen a fundraising event in Mississauga, having buses & TAC
members involved in the Flower Day parade in Brampton as well as Carassauga and
the Peel Children's Water Festival, increasing charters for Peel Association for
Handicapped Adults and the Peel Accessibility Advisory Committee as well as seniors
shopping shuttle bus service.
TAC has been involved with many planning and strategic planning meetings related to
improving accessible transportation across the Greater Toronto Area like the AODA
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Transportation Standards Committee, GO Transit Advisory meetings, Coalition for
persons with Disabilities Board planning, Mississauga, Peel and Brampton Accessibility
Advisory Committees, Peel Association for Handicapped Adults events, the Accessible
~rans~ortation
Coordination Office workshops and Ontario Public Transportation
Association (OPTA) and Presto Fare Card demonstration meetings.
TAC suggested service enhancements such as free New Year's Service,
groundbreaking Drop n Go Election Day Service, cross jurisdictional subway meet
service, as well as offering same day bus service.
The year 2008 was also the third year in the TAC proposed 3-Year Cycle, to execute an
extensive Passenger Survey. While TAC maintains an open line of telephone and web based
communications with its passenger, TAC has always proposed an independent, non-biased,
broad spectrum passenger survey be undertaken to analyze the perspectives of different
aspects of the entire TransHelp service and gauge its success. Suffice it to say the results,
details of which can be found within this report, were exceptional and improved across the
board from the previous survey undertaken in 2005.
The following table below summarizes the overall findings from the 2008 Passenger Survey.
Subject
Overall satisfaction with most recent trip
Telephone service
The person on the phone was courteous
The person on the phone treated me fairly
The person on the phone was knowledgeable, competent
Overall ratings of service provider
TransHelp bus drivers
Bram City taxi drivers
Blue and White taxi drivers

2005
8.6

2008
9.0

9.0
8.9
8.8

9.3
9.3
9.1

8.8
7.0
7.6

9.2
7.7
8.0
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1.

Service Hours

TransHelp staff received Council approval on October to extend TransHelp service 6 a.m. to 1
a.m. seven days a week effective January 1'' 2009. This is consistent with the proposed
AODA Transportation Legislation and brings TransHelp services in line with the majority of
routes for conventional transit service in Mississauga and Brampton.
Action: Regional Council approved on October 23, 2009 to increase TransHelp service from 6
a.m. to 1 a.m., seven days a week.
Status: Completed and implemented January 1'' 2009

2.

TransHelp in the Community

In 2008 TransHelp continued to provide service in the community above and beyond its day to
day operation above and beyond its day to days work. For example, TransHelp was involved in
the following partnership projects:
ErinoakKids Summer Programs -for two months each summer TransHelp offers extra
service to provide trips for Peel Region residents to Erinoak Summer Programs outside
the Region of Peel
Connections 2008 Resource Fair for Persons with Disabilities - TransHelp provided a
booth
Rick Hansen Wheels in Motion Mississauga - 10 TransHelp staff volunteered to
participate in two Regional wheelchair relay teams, each contributing $1000. The
money was raised from staff development day raffles and other fund raisers
ErinoakKids Youth Programs - TransHelp annually provides extended bus service for
Erinoak TransHelp clients for numerous programs throughout the year
TransHelp participated in the Flower Day parade in Brampton
Three day shuttle service for Carassauga
Children's Water Festival
Increased charters for various social events for Peel Association for Handicapped
Adults
Shuttle service for members of the Region of Peel Accessibility Advisory Committee to
the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act Forum in Toronto
Seniors shopping shuttle bus service on Tuesday and Friday
Status: Completed

3.

TAC Contributions to the Expanding the Network of Accessible Transportation
Services

TAC has been involved with many meetings relating to accessible transportation in and around
Peel Region. In addition to the roles Advisory Committee Members take on at TAC, they are
also an integral part of other Transportation Committees across the Greater Toronto Area.
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Some of the roles in which TAC is represented include:
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act Transportation Standards Committee
GO Transit Advisory Committee
Coalition for Persons with Disabilities Board of Directors
Mississauga Accessibility Advisory Committee
Peel Accessibility Advisory Committee
Peel Association for Handicapped Adults
Our future Mississauga Seminars
Consultation to the Accessible Transportation Coordination Office
Conventional Transit Policy Committee
Presto Fare Card demonstration meeting
City of Mississauga Rapid Transit System initiatives
Analysis:

As we move forward with Accessible Transportation in the Region of Peel, it will be essential to
maintain communications between all new bus rapid transit projects, and projects such as the
Connect 10 Rapid Transit proposal, Brampton and Mississauga transit, GO Transit and of
course the newly merged GO Transit and Metrolinx Authority.
Evidence to how crucial moving forward will be, can be witnessed in the difficulties that the
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), Transportation Standards
development. After almost 3 years and several public engagements, the Standards have still
not been passed. Public review results indicated that less than one percent of respondents
commented favourably to accept the standards as composed. The Committee, along with two
TAC members, are re-convening in March 2008 to re-draft the Standards.
Areas for conventional transit that require stronger post implementation support are:

*
0

0

e

e

Sensitivity awareness training for drivers
Increase frequency of driver training, especially taxi driver training, with accessible
equipment
Consistent SkilForm and policy/procedure training for drivers
Public education and awareness campaigns for accessibility
Bus shelter improvements
Outreach and PR campaigns to familiarize public about accessibility options

Recommendation:

TAC continues to support and recommend increased accessible services in all capacities. No
longer can we afford to pay for buses with accessible ramps and mobility device seating
without providing supports to the accessible options and proper training to all staff of these
transit services.
In addition, the TAC committee recommends that a public service campaign be undertaken in
conjunction with the province of Ontario to build public awareness off accessible service on all
transit vehicles.
While no concerns exist with this issue, TAC does recommend the following:
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e

e

Continual communication between the Accessible Transportation Coordination Office
and TransHelp Advisory Committee, as well as both conventional systems in Peel
Representation on GOlMetrolinx Committees
Representation on Conventional Transit Committee Group

Status: Completed
4.

2008 Service Deliverv Statistics

TransHelp has seen continual growth in the service in 2008. This can be attributed to the
increase of weekend ridership and the extended bus service hours that were provided
throughout the year for special occasions such as Mother's Day, Easter, Thanksgiving,
Christmas Day and New Year's Eve. The chart below provides a comparison of trips provided
in 2007 compared to 2008.
2007

2008
Total Trips
Monday to Friday Trips
Holiday Trips
Weekend Trips
5.

266,456
232,639
2,093
31,723

239,662
209,348
1,767
28,547

% of Increase
11%
11%
18%
11%

Service Enhancements

5.1 Christmas Day Service

This year, TransHelp continued to provide bus service on Christmas Day and extended its bus
service operation until 10:OO p.m. It continues to be mentioned in the TAC Annual Report
because it was exemplary service received by TransHelp riders. A commitment has been
made by the management staff at TransHelp to continue this service on an annual basis.
As a result, 111 more rides were provided on buses in addition to the regular service provided
by taxis.
Status: Completed
5.2 New Years Eve Service

This year TransHelp provided New Year's Eve service to its client. As a result out of 632 total
trips, 80 free rides were provided after 7 p.m.
Status: Completed
5.3 Election Day Service

Buses provided transportation to polling stations with a zero wait drop off and return.

5.4 Extended Bus Service Hours for Easter
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This year TransHelp provided extended bus service for Easter Sunday. A total of 241 rides
were provided due to the extended bus service.
5.5 Same Day Ride

TransHelp piloted an on-demand same day service in June 2008. This has proven to be very
successful and has given clients the flexibility to travel more spontaneously. It's recommended
that this enhancement to the service become permanent with more buses dedicated to ondemand same day service.
5.6 Jurisdictional Taxi Services

TransHelp management staff worked diligently with the existing taxi vendors to eliminate
boundary issues outside of the Region of Peel. Currently the taxi vendors have provided pickups and or drops-offs within the Orangeville, Oakville, Etobicoke and Toronto areas to support
seamless transportation to the client.
Recommendation:
TAC recommends the continuation of the above noted service enhancements on a continuous
basis.
6.

2008 Passenaer Survey

In 2008 TransHelp conducted its comprehensive client survey, which it completes every 3
years. Pulled directly from the report provided by Erin Research, it should be noted that
TransHelp serves approximately 5,000 clients and employs 78 employees.
In 2008, TransHelp provided approximately 290,000 rides - an average of 60 rides per
customer. For the results of this study, both TAC and TransHelp management agreed to
conduct focus groups and a quantitative survey of 500 passengers.
The key findings of the 2008 TransHelp client survey are positive and are summarized in the
table below. They show that there has been a statistically significant improvement in six of the
seven major dimensions of client satisfaction from 2005 - 2008.

The person on the phone was courteous
The person on the phone treated me fairly

9.0
8.9

9.3
9.3

TransHelp bus operators
Bram City taxi operators
Blue and White taxi operators

8.8
7.0
7.6

9.2
7.7
8.0
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The strengths can be seen in all areas and strong client ratings indicate that many aspects of
the service are going extremely well:
Staff interaction with TransHelp riders, both on the phone and in person is one of
the strongest elements of the service. The caring and kindness exhibited by staff
carries through the entire client experience.
Users of the TransHelp service feel protected and secure during their travel, which
is an important aspect of their enjoyment of the journey.
0
The cost of the service is considered by most clients to be very reasonable.
It is evident though that challenges still exist, the most notable being that TransHelp only
serves approximately 5, 000 passengers. This is far lower than other similar services
operating in proportionately sized Municipalities across Canada. Statistically speaking, 15% of
the Region's population has a disability and according to StatsCan roughly 50% of the
disability community has a physical disability. As such, it is approximated that of the Region
150,000 people who have a disability, roughly 75,000 would be of the physical nature. From
these numbers, it is statistically probable that anywhere between 7,500 and 10,000 people
living in Peel would be eligible for TransHelp.
Other areas TAC, management and staff need to address in 2009 as seen from this survey
are centered on the following problems and barriers experienced by clients:

0

e

36% of clients who had complained received no response. TransHelp could
examine the procedures for handling of complaints and communicate them to
clients.
Wait times for transfers to other systems are difficult for clients to book and can too
often result difficult transitions between systems.
Changes in the confirmed pick-up time fluctuate far too much and although it has
been looked at several times by TAC and management, clearly still needs
addressing.
Hours of service was an area of concern addressed by clients, but has already
been addressed by the TAC led proposal to increase service hours. However,
clients were unclear about hours of operation in the CaledonlBolton service area
may still need attention.

Recommendation:
Continual communication of the hours of operation in the newsletter.
Outreach to residents of Peel to increase usage
- of service and service quality,
Address complaint concerns.
Status: Add to 2009 agenda.
AGENDA PRIORITIES REQUIRING COUNCIL APPROVAL
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T.A.C. AGENDA FOR 2009
The following new items will be on the TAC Agenda for 2009
Reinvestigate new bus designs (sprinter buses)
Maintain most economical bus versus taxi ratio to deliver daily service
Reciprocal pass agreements between municipal transit authorities and TransHelp
Investigate a fare sharing partnership with Brampton and Mississauga Transit.
Implement web based trip booking
Implement call back module
Enhance Children Infant Policy
Enhance new client registration process
Background:
In addition to its list of priorities for 2009, TAC will be requesting a meeting with Mississauga
and Brampton Transit that will be asking each to honour the parallel transit system monthly
pass.
In keeping with TAC efforts to offer clients better service with progressive ideas, this
suggestion will be brought forward as an incentive to TransHelp clients. The proposal was
thought up by TAC after hearing both Mississauga Transit and Brampton Transit appeal to
TAC for suggestions to boost ridership of passengers with disabilities on conventional
systems.
TAC believes this idea of honouring parallel transit monthly passes on conventional transit,
regardless of the location, is a promising policy that will help boost ridership on all transit
system, despite a person's ability.
Recommendation:
TAC sees this idea as win-win for both parties and therefore will be recommending the
following:
As an incentive to use conventional public transit's expanding accessible transit network, TAC
recommends that the new TransHelp monthly pass be honoured for fare payment on all routes
of both the Brampton and ~ississauga~ r a n ~ i t ' s ~ s t e m s .

